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economic, social and apiritual-cultural development. Those
fall into two categories:

a.. The traditional principlma matiOnalism, the Christian
faith, matimemitimm mid anticommunism.

b. The new principles ciroulated by the European socialist
current, social justice, the fiiht against the exploitation of man byfellow man

ass thestance.
principle of labor,

mutual

	

	
the principle of honor and of

i 

The chief aim which the Legionary Movement sought to achieve
• was the education of the human character .long all or the principles

mentioned above. There existed the firm conviction among the leaders
of the movement, at that time, that the transformation of the human
character was the decisive factor in achieving the political, economic
and social changes in the Rumanian community, both in width and in
depth. The method of lotion and of political fighting decided on by
the Legion led to the organisatioa of the Movement on a strict hierarchy
end discipline, which gave it a real and important unity and force of
action throughout the country.

The development of the Legionary Uovesent did not take place
in a quiet political atmosphere because of the conflict between its aims
and the political, economic and social interests of the other political
parties or of some state institutions. 	 serious political break
occurred between the Legionary Rovement and the old political parties
due to the misunderstanding, on both sides, of the social-biological
principle. According to that principle there most exist, in the life
of a human society, an organised continuity between successive generations,
*linking which should lead to a harmonisation of the political and
social interests of those generations, , whose practical effect shoed be
the harmonious development of society as opposed to convulsions caused
by revolutionary terrorist actions.

The assassination of 'UMW in IASI (1928) by COMMAND
himself, the assassination of I. G. DUCA in SIMAIA (1933) and the
assassination of STELESCU in BUCHAREST, constituted grave terrorist
manifestations of the Legionary Movement in the political life of the
country, which led, as a logical consequence, to the aggravation of the
conflict and of the break between the Movement ant the traditional
political parties. The very serious political consequences of those

.terrorist actions forced the Legionexyhovenent, for a time, into
clandestine existince. That barred the Legion from a natural development
out in the open, Under the critical supervision of the public opinion
of the sountry.

Cornelia	 and the LegionaryltepEouped
around him, such as 	 A,	 e4gbeo efCLUB, 	 TUB  &Ls'

/
CACIACM$0, 	  apolaathoss. mernod	 ' -By-that situat .
They realised that the development of apolitical organisation Clandes-
tinely and illegally leads to the degeneration and deformation of the
human character, Which was just the opposite of uhat they sought to
achieve. They ;waltzed that the clandestine and illegal udstence of
the Legion prevented the leaders from directing and supervising the
political and moral educatVlbeaewbera and jeopardised the

Ze-.3
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politIcil activity ol the organization because of the preventive and
repressive measures taken against it by the constituted authorities of
the state. That lesson deternined COMM sad the group of leaders
who	 ed hie to make great and enocaesful efforts to bring the
Le	 bar,k,tate theydallitical life of the qpuntry,

mar	 .ipss tor the Country; lier10* parti-
dul TOT.0.1.	 1.,_leart in 1937.

That line of political thought and activity permitted the
Legionmrkmvement to estWOLLOm some "steal with captain political
• That contact adlimipated in the po1itica1 gr.me	 in

-or-1237.10219014-_
representing the National Peasant Party

• thaRadical Peasant Parly....The result of tha
and-dictorelsirdirmint 'Inglamst-tiii three signatory parties won the
electoral majority in the	 general pecliamentary elections, held

1937, which dekJd the fall of the Liberal cabinet
Cheorghe TATARRSCU.

That experiepon_was further mild final proof to CODstRANU mud
to the group of Legionalfreaders who surrounded him, that oar the
public development, out in the open and not in the darkness of clandestine
existence, is the method proved by the practice of dmeommIrwitereby a	 .
political organization can be built on and supported by large masses of
the population, and, as such, is able to govern the general interests of
a state at a certain given historicieoment.

The foreign policy statement which COEREANU made in 1937, and
by which he pledged the 1egionary14manent.S9 $1141tithc.POlicy.of,
NAicga4-56cial-tet :ornianit bwforw prepaiing-ta	 cal clisakte7bi-
making an 'agreement with Hitler's Oermany,-is explained by Iil•u UNTO,
ultballhiamoral antriAy and the knowledge of the realities of
political life in Rumania, with the following words quoted from a letter
which he addressed to HoragauggAggzu on 30 AUgUit 19144:

"These statements of the leaders of your movement were in
fact in full agreement with the explicit statement made to ea by the
founder or your movement., Corneliit CODRIANU, on the occasion of our one
before the last interview, that his ties with Germany were not the
National-Socialist principle, but that they ensued from his opinion that
in the worliwar which would break out Germany would be victorious, and
that there should be a political group which should serve as a shield
tor thetumanian interests vis-17,ris the supposed victors."

3. The Period 1938 - 1939. The New Legionary Guard.

The teachings learned from the political experiments made
until 1937 determined COMEAU end the group of leaders who surrounded
him to accept quietly the measures taken by King Carol II, during the
Spring of 1938, which meant the establishment of the dictatorial regime
in Ranania. That act was followed by the detention, in prisons and
concentration camps, of the most representative elements from among the
Leaders of the Legionary Covalent. They were taken in custody as
political hostages.

SECRET
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The parliamentary elections hold in Dec	 3 under

rea=4:
0 principles had led to &large 	 epresentetion
Parliamen&r:whida CAROL TI disbanded. The4M34$4VIIi!glel opinion was very favorable at that time, to the Legion—My-politicalt. Any repressive measure Whirl would be taken by the dictatorial

government of the country aiming to destroy the Legionary *moment would
be considered by public opinion an illegal measure, hitting the Legionaries
unjustly, if the Mow meant could not be accused of committing terrorist
actions which threatened the maintenance of public order or the existence
of the state. Those unjust blows which winad be given to men *bowers
strongly supported by the kumanian public opinion, would have hit back
as a boomerang the dictatorial regime of King CAROL 11, and the regime

. would have appeared to the same public opinion as arbitrary, totalitarian.
and oligarchic.

COD*RANt and the group of Legionary leaders VW Illtre around
him, such as Engineer Ch. CLINE, Ion BARRA, Alecn CANTACUZINO (who were
also considered CODRLANU I s successors in case he should die) as well as
other important members of the Legionary kovement, took the political
decision to submit to all illegal and unjust repressive measures which
the dictatorial government of CAnOL II took exclussively against their
Lovement. They considered that attitude to be the. only way whereby they
could defend the moral and political position which they had gained in
tne parliamentary elections, end the just way. Theyconsidered that
political terrorism should be unconditionall y avoided in public, political
life, as their past experiences had proved that the consequence* of such
terrorism were very serious for those who used it, who were placed outside
the legal order of society. It was generally considered by those leaders
that it was only a matter of tine, and patience

'
 until the Legionary

lovement would get the power of the state and govern Rumania, although,
for the time being, the Legion suffered at the hand of CAROL II.

1	 The last message which was sent by CODREAku during the Summer
of 1g8, from DOFTANA prison, instructed all Legionaries to be quiet
throtghout the country. The message repeated the w rd "quiet" three
successive times. That message was delivered to' 	 NONSA by the r-":
physician of	 TANA prison. Dr. eau was assistant professor of the
iedical School of the CLUJ University. Dr. CLUA transmitted the message
iamadiately to BUChAlitST, to the command group organised byilith.41116.
ana 1	 both Legionary Commandants.
0-1 \ ridt, 0.: i • , •	 . 51	 ...,,,,11-

■	 The most important eladents, the leaderkAtjhe Legionkry
Lovement, who held in the Lesion the ranks of Legion' Commandants,
Assistant Commandants and Legionary Instructors, were then imprisoned in
kIEACURZA CIUC and VASLUI camps, as a result of the police activity which
had been started by the Ninistry of the Interior in April 1938, or were

Tidings

held in military and civilian prisons as violators of the polikteel—
repressive laws. Some of the founders of theLegion* avementtho
held the Lecienarx rank of Commandants of the Glad Ti 	 (Comandanti
ai Sunei Ves4.ri) and other most important members of the movement were
imprisoned le the RAIN1CUL S	 where they were specially
guarded and where they served 	 prison terms. All of than sent from
prison mess es which were similar to that sent by COMM, urging the
Leg	 be-itzaS•i-ite-vobals-osountry.

to%snAo.(4.1
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tletteptrzaVdr• CIUSTIOCIP and	 -WI*. Ali:mush he wati
._

a	 AlmisligRA was almost	 a hibtmv
. har at the.;	 Aighschool, his activity IIIid or

i -, provincial area, and hid been far from the publicity
tig- political life of the Capital.aseociated .with those •who Tare

tin SIRAwas driven from provincial CARARSEPES to BUCHAREST by themirlipares taken by the Linieter of Interior, Armand CALIRESCU,its large population, the capital offered better
Possties f out EWA was followed to BUCHAREST by a
number of	 from CARARSEB23 • tbe SUMO 	 p whom he had
organised in the past, such -as 	 “ ;.•..ilt.: ; E 's Al	 I

	

. 
Virroak=rahe "1: 7: -	

. . % .	 oforg
TErfa	 t who	 s Is	 living clandestinely	 •
in BUCHARLIT. Boris Raked Uisucceeded, from he
begionintOlb subordinatCthe Le	 tine command to, their
Le= tunes, because all the real and responsible leaders of the

emmWtwere (Maned in prisons and camps. The. two ma drew
up a plan tor action against the dictatorial regima:boar ii! thCAROL II,
which was basegge_the-nethed-ef political terrorise 	 wr imposed
on the LegionlIdEll-whos they- bad succeeded% ass	 r their command.
Their aslignored the instructions sent by MVO and the other
. -Isadereo.from prison, urging the Legionaries to be perfectly
quiet throughout`the country. Their plan also ignored the well,known
fact that any disturbance ehielr-woulal-lso caused oy the Legionaries in-
the-esememy would lead to the execration of the political hostages held
by the governsmnt imprisons and in camps.•

Boris RUA and kicalsepiTMAQq-sbussat,Abs good faitheand the
lack of knowledge of .the situationfAalarIerioniPti0011.0 had been
trained in a severs discipline end in total obecienoel6F instructions
which they received from the leaders of the movement. Furthermore, they
profited from the advantages Which are offered by clandestine activity
to direct and subordinate without the possibility of being questioned
or checked, and organized a clandestine activity with members personally
devoted to them.

The application of the plan for terrorist activity was
started or Sllid in August 1938 with the assastinstion of GOLDBERGER, a
Jew from ORADEA RAIL, followed by an attack with explosives against
the CLUJ gas plant, an attack with explosives against the Jewish
in ARID, the *uniting of a Jewish public building in ALBA IULI	 e
attempt to assassinate 8TIFARE3CU-00ANGA, the rector of the CLUJ Univer-
sity, etc. These terrorist sots could not shake the political stability
of the dictatorial regime oligirWAEUX 1;140nUoyevered to etsarts,
the lonr.skaited motive to	 anent
countreeP-leme am ome-mhich. threats:V.1gal ordir and the existence of
the state, justifying thus the very 'severe repressive measures taken by
the Linister of the Interior. The first consequence was the assassination,
by the goverment, of Corneliu tele& CODRIANU, of the three NICADORES
(Ricadori) and of the tan DECERFIRES (Decenviri), in Woveri)0518, as .
a repressive measure of the government against the Legion 	 ovement.
The second consequence was the discovery, by the covernme0,_of the
'clandestine oceesand of the Horie EWA rereive Legion&Prargenisatiou •
and the fatal shooting oftc.0 Vasil*  CRISTFSCU. yx..1mr .1.1*

•
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command. Simultaneously, a nueber of Legiontil ere murdered in thepriman or the Preactorp or Palle& of thot Capital (reactor& Politial
C.apitaleii, while ("hirers were burned alive ai 	 Grausai,oritai iLA
BUCHARIST, and still others were murderedbythe police authorities, in
a repressive and counter-terroristic government drive against the .
Legionary Movement. The third consequence was &pain* hunt for the
remaining leaders of the SW subversive legionary organisation. Finding
it impossible to remain in Rueuudat bananas of the very strict measures
taken by the Minister of the Interior, Araand CALINESCG, the leaders of
the subversive organization who had not been apprehended by the police
1d t.o DERIIANI„kaginniag lu J4nnerg.1939. Those leaders wares Eerie

Su, Ir. ?AIWA:14 Traiin BOROBARIJ, UM'
Alexandra POPOVICI, Constantin/fa:AA=

• OciloafaLt	 al and others.	 It,

In 1939 Nazi Germany was preparing for World War II. The
dismemberment of the CZECHOSIOVALIAN state in the Spring of 1938 WM the
last step of those preparations before Gomm' started its "Blits-Krieg"
in the "Drang nach Osten". POLAND, *Lichees Germany's next political
and military objective, was bound to MANIA by a treaty of frieruship
and mutual assistance, in case of war. The regime of Xing CAROL II
was categorically set, in its foreign policy, on the side of the Allies:
Ragland, The United States ant France. Because of that, Rumania
furnished the Allies with an open avenue toward Poland, whose independence
they had solemnly guaranteed. The Allies could use that avenue to
supply Poland, in case she was attacked, with war materials we give her
any other military aid, which, as far as Rumania, could be brought on
the MITARRAMIAN - AEGEAN - THE STkAITS - BLAU SEA air Andrea route,
perfectly accessible to them because of their friendship with MIRY.
an that international situation, Germany was greatly interested to shake
the political stability of the regime of CAROL II in order to weaken
it or even to overthrow it, in which case they could replace it with
another regime which would be favorable and subordinated to Germany. In
that event the Allies would face the impossibility of using Rumania as
an avenue or even a Vase for Poland's assistance.

On their arrival in Germany, clandestinely, in the Spring of
1939, SIMA and ?ATHA= ccotacted especially the German intelligence
pervitoes. They contacted Admiral CALMAR'S and Heinrich woo= through

civag
hlassim LteAssadat.thase_asesszwierettention
1S55i-io the fact that in 1945/1946, following	 le

surrender, SA was aided by those German contacts, writ& he made in 1939,
to contact the American intelligence services in Germany and AustrLA). 	 •
Without considering for a second the tragedy which the Legionaries bad
experienced by the assassination of conasou,only ten months before LS

a repressive measure and also as an sample and as a warning trma the
regime of CAROL II, who was strongly supported abroad, SIM returned.

• clandestinely from Germany to Rumania and organised personally and
directly the assassination of Amend CALINESCG. He was well aware that
a great nUmber of Legionaries were held in prisons and camps as hostages
by CAROL'a regime.

•
The first consequence of srim and,PATHASCU's relations with

Admire/ CANARIS and with Heinrich HURLER was, therefore, the sssassinntion
of Armand CALIKESCU, the moat important man of CAROL's regime, as

ssar4:
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C:AIJIMSCU WRA then holdint the three key positiocx in the government as
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kinister of the Interior. The Germans had, undoubtedly, calculated
very well the political effects of that assassination to fit into and s
aid them in their nelits-ltriego which thay started against Poland on 1
September 1939, only several dews before the assassination. CALIKESCU's
death dealt a severe blow to kumania at that time, the goverment being
considerably weakened, the political and military potentials being
strongly shaken by the internal crisis which ms felt all over the
country. A second consequence was the assassination, by the government,
of the founders and leaders of the Legionary kovement who had survived
the first repressive measures endears detained in the RIERCURRA CIUC
an VeSLU1 camps, of the old legionary leaders who were incarcerated in
the special orison at RARKIGUL SARA?, and of a great number of legionaries
thmughout the country, as a radical repressive measure against the
Legionary tovement. A third consequence was the search, organised by .
the police, aftet . the members of the subversive Legionary organization,
which led to the capture and execution of many. SIkA and his immediate
followers returned clandestinely to their base in Germany, from which
they had started. A fourth consequence was the plunging of the whole
country into a most serious political crisis, exclussive beneficiaries.
of which were Gerdany and the Soviet Union who, several months later,
in 1940, dismembered the Miamian state in favor of HUNGARX and BULGARIA,
Germany s's partners in World Oar I, and also in favor of the Soviet
Union. Germany seized that opportunity to impose on Nmenia also the
creation of the German Rthnic Group in Transylvania.

The foregoing facts point out clearly haw in only two years,
1938 and 1939, the old Legionary guard which had been brought up,
educated and led on the right political path by its founders and by
its old leaders, was destroyed by SIMA and PATRASCU. By their actions
those two men caused the destruction of the best 	 an elements of the
old guard, and the birth of a new legionary guard with a deformed
character and way of thinking as a result of the clandestine and
subversive existence and activities of its members. The new guard
employed exclussively the method of political terrorism which had been
abandoned by 	 old guard.

I. The Period1940 - 1941.

As it was shown above Nasi Germamwho was preparing the
war against the USSR. needed in RuMmia a regime which would be
favorable to her political-economic interests and to her war plans.
Xing CAROL II had a weakened political position in Rbmania as a result
of the fall of Czechoslovakia and with it, of the Little Entente in
March 1938, followed by the fall of Poland in September 1939 and of
Trance in 1940, Rumania's principal allies. CAROL still desired to
hold the power of the state in his own hands and was maneuvering in
all possible directions in order to achieve that abn.

SBU.„ oaths other hand, had succeeded meanwhile to destroy
the Important leaders of the Legionary Movement - by conscious or
unconscious acts had successfully neutralised or paral yzed the oper

1 opposition put ç against hie!, in 1939 and in 1940, bigSinanT49
r-J.P.. *ACE.ancg	 CIOROGAROXonary leaders who had alno ne rew.,

ITTITT5D?X't:'
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in Germany in order to escape from the repressive meammakteken in
Romania, and had booms "Commendant of the Legionary liovemant", a title
previously bald by COORTAANN. The international situation in the Spring
of 1940 permitted SIM to use profitably his political situation in
Germany to conceive and to start carrying out his plan for assuming the
power of state in Rumania. SIMA ls plan was based on the followingfactors:

a. Nazi Germany had every strong political position in
1940. Through.her ambassador in Bucharest, FABRICIUS, Germany exerted
great pressure an CAROL It to induce him to collaborate with SIM and
with the Legionary organization which SIKA had at that date.

b. The Rumanian Secretgalligence Service, directed by
tandisTsrAustat,withlitalch aMprizaiutestablisheddlrect tact through

ilhis personal friends pra Vas.	 and(br.) Augustin BID/AM	 •

C. Whatever was left from the Legionary organization after
CAROL's repressive measures had been carried out. -

During the Summar of 1940, SfhA and PATRASCU went again
clandestinely from Germany to Rumania, 'here he relied for assistance
on FARRIC1US and on Ni)dREFANESCU, who had already prepared the
atmosphere for his arrival. MA's next move was to ' ,make an act of
political submission,* to CAzol1, in exchange for which CAROL

party and Appointed SIMI Minis	 ) and Dr. Augustin
organized the NATION le NUTT art tiunii as single government

B1DEANU kinistar for Public Inventory. The lack of political-morality
which 31RA proved by his act of political submission to and his accord
with CAAOL II, whom SlMA considered his bitterest political enemy, was
considered in Rumania as a "symbol" of his character.

SIMI. took advantage of his new political position, which
permitted him a great freedcim of movement, and of the general weakness
of the 1".umanien state, which was subjected to dismemberment by Germany
and the USSR, following the RIBBIWROP - MOLOTOV agreement, and organised
the coup of September 194U, after he had established direct contact and
an agreement with General Ion ANTONISCU. The ensuing abdication of
Xing CAROL II, the appointment of ANTORISCU as Leader (Conducator) of
the Skate, the coning into power of the Legionary regime as a dictatorship,
the measures taken by SIMI andthe handful of friends devoted to him,

tiNTsuch as N	 picolas PATRASCU,  role:: g ANIS ..Traian MOM, Alexamiru
POPOVICI, Father Facile BOLDEANU, ed - 	lo a grave political and
economic crisis each was aggravated by the recent territorial losses:.
BLWARAILL, Southern COBROSEA, Northern TRANSTLVANIA and BUIOVINA.

That situation caused an-open conflict between SW:
Commandant Of the Legionary koveeent, Nicolas PATIASCO, General Secretary
of the kovement, and • their circle of devoted friends, and

a. General Ion ANTCOESCU and the whole army of the country
which was controlled by and devoted to the Leader of the State.

b. The few old founders and leaders of the Legionary
hovementlAho had survived the massacres of 1938 and 1939 and who were
publicly protesting against SIMA 1 0 alleged right to head the
kovement as its posmandant.	 prueted that he be

• .....:...:,.i',...•:..,...„-:.,) sox,. Attiosgoz -....	 ,	 ....	 ..
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FAPANACR, Ion 	 antHihi'in the Fall of 1940. That activity
UT.C.ROU, sgEsellu i s rattler) Mr. ulUMUUMU, uonstantta

was manif	 sly in IASI, on 8 Ddrember 1940, be:ire King kICILia.,
occupied the offices of the General seers
and in BUCHAREST, in Deoember 1940, when '!Of. Ion Zelea COORZANU 

at the gimmalreOvement.

C. All the state institutions as well as the representative
personalities in the political, economic and social life of the country.

d. The minorities living in the country.
C. Ewen Nazi Germany and the German ethnic Group which bad

Dean organised in TRANSWANIA under German pressure.
SIkA and . PATRASCU then figured that they could get out of

those difficulties by throwing wide open the gates of the Legion for
all those who desired to join it, whom they could use for internal
maneuvers, which they did. Being faced by that situation, almost all
the old Legionaries seemed an attitude of reserve and cautious waiting,
to which they were driven also by the teachings which they derived from
their experiennes during 1933 and 1939, which had been caused by SEA.
The Legionary organisation was then invaded by • great number of
uncontrolled elements, by opportunists who saw their chance to join an
organization which wus'ilready In power, hymen who had had =thing to
do with the old Legionary guard and who knew little or nothing of its
painful evolution. All those newcomers were immediately given the
name of Senn:BRIMS (Septemviristi) by the old guardsmen, because they
joined the movement after the courrof September 104o.

ln order to solve the general conflict which they had caused
and go that they• might become the undisputed masters of the Rumanian
state, SIMA and PATmASCU, and their immediate and devoted followers
organised the kebellion of January 19111 especially with the SepteMbhst
mothers. The first consequence of that bloody act was the assassination
of a great number of man - primarily Jews - looting, destruction of
property, etc. The second consequence was the assassination of a large
number of Legionaries the arrest and the sentencing to prison terms of
a still greater numbs; of Legionaries, who were accused of serious
political crimes. The third consequence was the flight, once again, to
Nazi Germany, of SILL, PATNASCU, N. STOICANESCO, Traisn BOMAR% Vasil'

kircea DIUTTRIU, ftcSkULTEA, &gen TRODORISCU, from the
of 	 devoted to the commandant" although Germany simultaneously

Nsupported General ANTOESCU officiall:r and openly so that he might
restore the political situation in Rumania. That immediate restoration
was necessary because Rnwowi a figured as a base for the operations which
the German General Staff had planned to carry out in the BALKANS and
against the- SOVIET UNION. But the same Nazi Germany, through kajor
GEISSUR who headed their intelligence service in Rumania, helped SIMA
and his group to cross the DANUBS into BULGARIA at MURGID, in February
191l. BINA and his group were provided by GEISSLER with German mnyr
uniforms and German papers. GLIMLER also placed them under the protec-
tion of Heinrich MOILER and Admiral CANARIS in order to dmfen4 them
from the wrath of Joachim HIBBENTROP and of Baron kanf: -/r, rn
the nye German Ambassador V° Bucharest. The tenth ce.n
Clandestine flight to. Germany, motth :t1TJWiZbe.

•

•
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dEPTIWBUST Legionaries who were bound to SINA by their actions and
especially by their memos responsibility for the Rebellion or
January 1941. They/16d to Germany to 'soaps the repression which
General Ion AMTCRIBMIerse conducting in Rumania against the Legionaries.
The fifth oonesquence wee the clandestine night to Germany of a Sew
members of the old Legionerylaard, who also Inattedto avoid INTCSESCUIs
repressi drive, Athos** • • bad not 	 cipated in the Rebellion,such es
Comet=	

Ay	 Cornelis i J.: t.,.; .1

.' '''"	 .*17211.'1V)	

P ItalataINSOIIKE , 77 .41.1,M - ,, -. 7 	 '0:004

kl4a '-eisi	 .,1 1; , 92....-{..•• :irstr-3.:-. ow .,	 Vas	 . '-'CL	 rte. lance •
0 , ± :4 i	

• sixth consequence was Rumania's . ,. into Tirr-outr-
gamma crisis, frmaldSich Nast eea drew great profits. At that
time Rumania's weakness msde it AoAa1b1. for her to resist being
subordinated completely to the German was plans and to the plans of the
German Zthaii aroup - furnished by the Germans - which aimed at the
domination, by that group, of the economic and political life, first in
TUARSTIFANIA and then in the whole of Biennia. The last consequence of
the rebellion was the split of the Legionary organisation in two groups:

a. A group of Legionaries who had taken refuge4broed and
which numbered several hundreds.

•	 ' b. The group of Legionaries who had remained in /temanim,
which included whatever had been left of the old Legionary guard, as
well as the fiw leaders who were still alive andiron after the
repressive drive of 1941.

The group of Legionaries who had fled to Germany was placed
by the Nazi authorities under special supervision, from 1941 tu 1942,
some of the members being placed under house arrest. Soria SIR& and
the representative Legionaries in that group were kept in an SS house
near FRANKFURT am COM not far from BERLIN. The rest of the group
were Oven quarters in the barracks of the colony of the MINIM
aircraft factories at ROSTOK, near the BALTIC SU, where they worked
as laborers and workers.

STU had left in ittmania the followings

those Legionaries who were still freerdwriz=g4tera .jZFshould o
a. Al	 POPOFICI, who was very devoted to RUA, and

who 
after the Rebellion of 1941 and the repressive drive of February 1941,
and should use them in terrorist activities against. the regime of Ion
ANTONISCU, thereby proving botAsto Germany and to the Rmaanialt public
that the regime did not have Political stability endwise disliked by
the people. The organisation should use the Name terrorist practices
as had been used against CAOL II two years before.

b • at	 ;'also a devoted friend of STU,
whose mission, Dren	 a.	 try to make a. rapprocbenent, on
behalf of the Legion with General ANTONISCU. For that purpose 53)5k
wrote a personal Better to ANTONESCU, *hicke ys published in March 1941

eiliadlakwi tSCEALIU ,
th	

thaw MANUagnthdanerVigtrANAhwho
the Recandan papers, etri Father HOLDUP organised a group of:

conducted icilitieil-lego	 , o Was
Vice-President of the Council of Ministers and Minister of Foreign
Affairs.

•• .
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of ducharest, both very devoted to MIAOW%	 lirnatsPrr-"Ielements between SINA, who was in Grown end the clandestine
organisation in Rumania.

BINA used pircea/DIRLIWITieto was every devoted friend
of his and who domicilirin-laaLA4-to maintain SINA's clandestine
liaison in Overmany with the Legionaries concentrated in BIERIO and
ROSTOCX, as well as with the Gersten intelligence services.

In Ihnnenia, the activities of Alexandrii POPOV= led to
terrorist acts along the lines indicated by SW, such as the demon-
stration of 20 May l%3. on the AND stadium, in the presence of General
Ion ARTONESOU and Baron von EILLINGarl. That serious act caused the
imprisonment of hundreds of young higbschOol atudents from Bucharest.
41,1rialt.,. .RACIUMS then determined letitanins PoPoripx, who was a good
friensfe his =debase life be hit-WM in the ral of 1939, to flee
abroad apU to pass the =wand of the clandestine Legionary organisation
on to(Dr) ZosifAZW., a Legionary commandant of the old Legionarf
guard. -FitherRasile BOLDRANU's attempts to establish a reconciliation.
with 3eneral ANTOReSCU ended in a political failure. BOLDFAHU was
arrested, together withIngineer Lucian GRECLANU, in May 1941, was
tried and sentenced to prison. In the Ps of 1941 BOLIZANU sueceeded
to escape from prison and fled to ZAGH&B, in the Jugoslavian BANAT,
where he remained until 1943. In 1i44 he travelled clandestinely to
'War, where he established contact with Rorie SIMA.

5. The Period 1942 - 23 August 194L.

In 1942 Nazi nennany *as deeply engaged in her war of
conquest in USA and neeied desperstalythe Rumanian oil, food and
lines of communibations, besides political stability in that strategic
area. in order to Let all thet, 1011.124 .RIBBENTROP and KILLINOLR,
either directly or indirectly, used different degrees of coercion on
W4v1= by constantly threatening bin that in case he wodld not
yield to their excessive &winds they would replace his government with
the Legionaries who bad taken refuge in Germany and who were beaded
by Boris STU.

•
In February 1943 the USSR *unneeded by her DON, STALINGRAD,

CAOCailaR and CRINEAN victories to change the tide of the war in her
favor. Despite all the Genzan propaganda, an increasingly powerful
current was being lowed in Rumania that the only way to get rid of
the German and soviet influences on the countrrwas to withdraw from
the war and rebuild Rumania's traditional alliances with the eastern
Allies, the only powers considered capable to guarantee her independence
and sovereignty. That current was based on the conviction, formed anon
earlier, that Germany could not win the war.

-
What did SIR!, do in that international situation ?

SIRA was well aware that his political position in Germany
was very weak and unstable, that he hat become a mere pawn in the	 .
German gees with ANTONHSCU whereby they -were muting pressure on the
General—in order to obtain from his ewer increasing political and

.especially economic oossoessiosprOseMosenia. In order to break law
acksm
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from that stalemate, SIKA travelled clandesiinely to ITALY, in the
Summer of 1943, using for that trip &false passport which had beenprepared by	 through .hie *contacts  in the German'intel-
Agenen-urr ial.stibia scfiiii'Au goIng-to ITALTwaabased
on thiaseumption that the competition and the diversity of interests
between rum and GERKLKY would indnoe MUSSOLINI to give SLUT:a/Meal
protection and assistance. But his scheme did not work out that wee.
On HITLER os personal intervention to rdssoLna, SIMA was sent back to
Germany in several days.

The first result of SIMA ls attempt to flee from Germany was
the internment of absolvAlmely all the Legionaries who were in Germane in
concentration camps. A small group beaded by SIMA, and made up of
Constantin PAPANACE, Traian BORORARU, and a few other representative
Legionaries, were interned in the sattosu camp. The rest of the
Legionaries beaded by- Nicola* PATRASCU and Mires& DIMITRIU were interned
in the BUOKStAULD camp. •

The second result was that in those two camps the Legionaries
spent their time until 2h August 1944, thinking over ,heir past experien-
ces, analyzing the events, which first led to hot discussions, dis-
agreements, accusations, quarrels and internal struggle and finally to
their split into two distinct groups:

•
• a. One headed by Horia 5111A, Nicola. PATRASCU, Traian

SOROBARU, Vasil. BOLO&ANU and Rime& D1RITRIU,

b. The other headed by Constantin PAPANACE, Ili. GARNEA7A0
kills LEITER, RORODNICEANU, and others.

The split was based on all the mistaken political actions
and the political terroristic actions for which Rorie SIMA was solely
responsible and which had had disastrous consequences, Ladled to the
destruction of the Legionary Movement as a political organisation, to
the placing of its members &outside the laws of the Rumanian state and
to the pitiless and indiscriminate drives against the Legionaries since
1938, whether they had engaged in those activities or not.

Those Legionaries who had participated personally and directly
'either in those political or in those terroristic activities, grouped
thanselvevaround SIKA out of personal interest and ezIded by the
preservation instinct. They were bound to SIEA by their past full of
minor and major crimes and had to stick together in order to fight
together against the consequence to which they were exposed. They were,
in majority, SEPTD/RMSTS.

The majority of the metbers of the old Legionary guard broke
away from Horia SIRA and grouped around Ili. OARNEATA and kills LEFT,
Legionary Commandants of the Glad Tidings and co-founders of the Legionary
Movement, Constantin PAPANACE and others, and started opposing the
Slat group openly.

Thus, the "New Legionary Ouard", which, as shown above, was
organized by SIMA after 1938, split in two groups:

a. A small group Of Legionaries wto took refuge abroad,

SFP."rT.	 •

• c • (
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wtIch includes the mass of merbers of the old Legionarygnarl, and which
had,b6en organised until 1938.

is was shown already, the small group of Legionaries who had
taken refuge abroad, snlii up, between 1942 and 1944, in the following
two groups:	 •

. • a. TheiMaksamaggsayagolksiat&O, led by SIVA
and PATRASCU, 	 •	 •

4: TnetirlogAomelMroup.	 by• •
PAPANAGE, GARNIATA,

A very small number of Legionaries chose to remain independent
and then therefore, do not belong to any of the groups.

In the manner described above And in the midst of unforget-
table international events, which led to the collapse of Nasi German'',
there started the historic process of dissolution and disbandment of
the Legionary Movement as a politica/ organisation. The movement
disintegrated slowly, but definitely, into groups which are still
looking around for new political orientations and which fight, at
present, nainst each other.

In RUMANIA, during the same period (1942 - 23 August 1944),
following SIKA l s attempted flight, to Jr!,AL Marshal Ion ANTUMESCU ordered
more severe repressive measures ag‘inst the Legionaries. He ordered
the organisation of "punishment battalions d with the Legionaries who
were detained in prisons along with the commmn prisoners. Those
battalions formed the 214th Infantry operational Division which fought
in Russia. Other Legionaries who were free were also sent on the
dussian front with special orders, regardless of their professions,
ages, physical condition, some of them being even cripples who were
normally exempt from military service. That caused, again, the death
of several thmsand Legionaries.

fhe serious repressive measures taken against the Legionaries
by the ANTONEbOU regime, the miserable conditions prevailing among the

• Legionaries who were in Germany and who were finally interned in
concentration oases, the advance of the Soviet armies into the MAINE
and the possibility that they would enter Rumania, created a difficult
situation for the Legionaries in Rumania. The ANTonscu regime =mei-
Ceredthem a mixture Of extremists, both fascists and columnists, the
Allies considered them as being fascists, whereas the SJviet Union
classed thalamus anti-Comesmnists.

Under those conditions each Legionary felt that that
situation constituted a blind alley in the course of his life, which
threatened constantly the physical existence of all those who had
belonged to the Movement. The crumbling of the Legionary Movement
in &usable, between 1942 and 19414, took primarily the form of two
grOups of Legionaries which represented two diametrically opposed poli-
tical orientations and currents of QQlflton.

• ttillt 41401041101
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In 1941, following the flight abroad of Alexan&teKTGVICI
and of Father Vasila,BOLM , there was formed a Clandestine Legionary
command made up or: arof) 	 Costache GAXL, Prof. George NADU,

...•.	 r..
to alleviate the condition of the Legionaries in Rumania, that command
worked, beginning in the Fall of 1941, for a political reconciliation
with Marshal ANTORESCU, through the following contacts: Baran von
KILLDEER, German Ambassador to Bucharest, Pof. blhai ANTONSSGU, President
of the Council of Sinister, anti .Pt	eetrrfl On Director of
the German Cultural Institute. The sults bf that iiliteiVit w negative.

I L	 p.44
In 1942 that clandestine command split up tO t groups

a. Costache OM, Prof. PROTOPOPESCU, Prof. George UAW,
awing to their past connections with Slla, supported the German policy
and continued their efforts toward a political reconciliation with
esrshel'ARTONLICO, through kihei ANTMESCU.. 1

b. 4„Delgip4001(lig, Director of the R4giane Institute of the
URI Ochool of the Ducharset-Ilniearsity,

t4rfoii .G•Orat.sioroto.r7 or
Doretiu COltAiaenli:-.0-110176z;allitEW.	 3P2411srr::zow.00ry_,CtolaItf.I fo r Svb-Ditiddir-Cdhaseeksa-•theaisaioden-Ns4W11,_.•
ArearrralirtLiag O 	 Genera1,4akagat sa_ths.44_4tonokozliep. _

Tworyii.	 r 94.or
coloaaVia:roa---"afadThe gat;onal Peasant

telsested that they be accepted as members. They contacted
Inliu EANIU,as well as other leaders of that political party, on the
basis of the relations established ty Comeau Z. COORLOR, in 1937,

"in case of his :loath Vie Le .90.444VALVICialieiLZa	 RAWL.
and in agreement with the direct 	 which COWARD- left thikt---•
STbcm.1942 that-LeginAiry group supported the foreign policy toward
the Allied Powers (USA, Great Britain. and France), whom they considered
the natural kllies of 'inmate. CCIZA, , one of the leaders of the group,
had made his studies in the United-States, with a scholarship which
he had been given by the Rockefeller Institute.

That group considered that the Legionary Movement had not
been able to cope with the historic moment of 1940, when internal and
international events had entrusted it to govern humania, because of the
exeation of the founders, of the leaders, and of the representative
personalities or the old Legionary guard by the regime of CAROL II,
which had left a body withoUt • head. CAROL'S reason and formal, legal
justification for having done that was the political terrorisa which
SIKA and FORAM had organised. The old Legionaries who were still
living were all convinced that had =REM and the elite elements of
the old Legionary guard lived, the history of Rumania would have been
different, because the =twit, of thought, the political experiences
and the teachings which the old Legionary guard had acquired until 1938,
would have prevented the grave errors which were generally made After
that dateuboth internally and externally. The disbandment of the
Legionmerlovenentms a political organisation, as a result of the events
which 'took place between 1938 and 1941, created the vital problem of
finding i may in which the former Legionaries could join those whose
policy was oriented toward the Western Democracies.

ikiORMATION
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In 1943, in order to counteract the pressure exerted by!lemma, with the constant threat of replacing,his goverment with the •_.:.;.•,',irr.:...-4.-.7. z...= zar: .tnt-.a-maz. - x r'cr.mur.........4...krntiunr=.•-•-. ', Y•.=-1-a!...... ilfr...1 u....4,..- Cwr.:1= ---p,Fa---.F4
the plan which was proposed 	 and
ESANU, through lugen 1HIST111 ,•MrIllaraatetipeCialgece
currTios (5	 ciul S . ecial de Inforaatil - $SI). AccoraLng to that,plan, gadu,ev il	 co-founder and Comandant of theTeled Tidings of
the •r0. I •. en , was releesed fromAth'BRASO# prison where he- 

• "en serving a tern of 10 years as a Legionerr political prisoner.
HID	 and WEAN induced thi old me-founder of the Legionary Movement,

vinsaa., who was teaching at the IASI University, to join
and form a command of the clandestine Leg/I:eery organi-

sation, with the	 wledge and the approval of Marshal ANTORESCU; in
order to direct and control the Legionaries in Rumania and to wet than
off from the influence alert& SIDA and of the group libicib represented
SW in f'mania, ressely, Prof. George MAW, Prof. PRDTOPOPESCU and
Costache GAME. The laRCEIVICI-DAVAMLSCUL-SIDEARU-NOFFAND group became
closely oonnectedvith Marshal ANTOMRSCU, Prof. Vihai ANTONESOU, with
the Osman Ethnic Group through Andreas SCHMIDT, with Ambassador
laILIMGEH, and was oriented towards Germany. Those relations permitted
BIDE= and UNMAN also to build up great personal fortunes. They

\
owned, all of a sudden, textile factories at CERHAUTI, farms, real
estate in KiGHARTST, etc.

In 1944, till 23 lugust, both the kiNU-PROTOPOPESCU-GANE and
the KIHONOVIC1-GAVAREMAAjlk.AM-MOVEAHU groups supported the policies
of hasi Germany with the difference that the first group represented
SIMA and the second supported Marshal ANTUMDCG against SIMA. The
developoent of the military operations on all fronts showed increasing
victories of the allies against Germany. That, in addition to the
constant weakening of the AMTCVESCU regime, determined the great
majority of the Legionaries to shun the influence of those two groups
and to drew nearer to the hationel Peasant Party of luliu MUM
Following ths contact established in 1942, in te Spring of 1943 MAUD
had given a special authorisation to(Di4 V ,. t10tION General
Secretory of the National Peasant P	 ,	 stine contact
with the )r. Ovidiu COESA - Dr. Ion COMA- Horatio COVARICIU group,
with the special objective of preparing the withdrawal of Rumania from
the war. InliuMAXID had made it clear that the participation of the
Legionaries to that important action should constitute the factual
proof that the Legionaries had been reeducatedbythe events through
which they had lived since 1938 and bad clean up the totalitarian
principles; that they bad adopted a new political outlook, towards the
Restern Democracies and that, as such, they had fought for the democratic
freedoms in the struggle for the liberation of the country and for its

1

 withdrawal from the war.. Iuliu MANIU also showed that in the exchange
of cables which he Width the Allied Headquarters at CAIRO he asked
for the consent of the mug, which was give') bin, that the former
Legionaries be employed in the activity aiming at the withdrawal of
Humania from the war.

6. The Period 23 August 1914 - 1948.

The_coup of 23 August 1944, the turning of the 1111.&21.iir. Amvf

against Germany, the Armistice with the AILIndrowers, thet rvvv,ftt.l.
• •
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and repressive measures stipulated by the Armistice Convention against
the Legionaries, their purge from all state institutions and private
enterprises, the creation of she screening commissions which workedin oonjunctiorawith the police headquarters for the interment of the
Legionaries in oonoentration camps, etc. led to the couplets collapse

 the clandestine Legionary organisation as it bad been built duringthe AWOKE= regime. In that exceptionally serious situation, Bain
YAM addressed a letter to the former Legionaries, at the end of
Aniust 1944, which was published by the whole Rumanian press (see ANNU 1),
That letter, as well as other documents written in longhand Ind signed
by Ira:Lai:AM and by Dr. Virgil SGLONON are kept at present in the
files of the Secretariat of the National . Peasant Party abroad, at 33,rem Imbecks in PARIS, and are at the disposal of the Vr. Ian COSTRA -
Horatio CONANICIII - Ur. Silvio ORAGLIBUS group. Those documents are
a certified guarantee by Tddch win intended to defend the Legionaries
against severe repressive measures, as he had been informed that such
measures were being prepared by the Soviet authorities and by the local
Communists against the Legionaries. NANIO is real sieves to defend the
former Legionaries so that he might be able to use thee as experienced
coldrat . elements in the fight against the Rumanian Communists. Wall
was well aware of the fact that the prolonged opposition in which the
bationalPeesant Party had been during CAROL'. and ANTONEECD te regimes,
had used up and had aged the political combat element& of his party.
He therefore sae the need to use the Legionaries as OWN elements who
would revive the oombattiveness of his party. INANIU/s act had the
following consequences:

a. The majority of former Legionarieeppioached the
National Peasant Party and became meebers of tbgt organization. Some
of them were given important political ppsitio in it. Thus:ningan:4
Ion VVELEANU was Appointed assistant ok	 who

e workersT-group of the National Peasant P y.	 t group.had the
most important activity against the Communists, in the working class.
Because of that activity, Aseneer VETELEANU was arrested and sentenced
to 25 years of bard labor, which be serves in the AIM prison.

Some important members qf the Permanent Delega ion of
A the National Peasant Party, such as Ion THALACHE Dr. Nicolas' r
- \Nicole	 opposed the admittanceo 	 ormerafi	 'Ihto
/21541- Y,butthermesidentolglitOtaksrguirdwith great omrage in

•

support of his decision to ass 	 andand to accept them irrthe party.

b. The disbandment of the groups of former Legionaries who,
until 23 August 19h4, had supported the German policy ad the
strengthening of the political position of the large group of former
Legionaries who had approached the National Peasant ?arty. In an attempt
to avoid being arrested and to be permitted to hold their jobs, some
former Legionariee joined the Social Democratic Party headed by
Constantin ritel PHTMCV.

c. The unexpected consequence stich had exceptionally
serious effects on the Legionarieesin Rumaia, occurred in Nazi Germany.
On 24 August 1944, Slane, released from the SAXHIOSEN camp and accepted
right away to form a Rumanian national government. He VW flown
imsediately to =LW' headquarters in Best PRUSSIA, where he received
instructions concerning his government and was directed to establish

.SFirTT
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Llait ..1,17.-.1-1=Asnt is ZarthsTs TtLttsriVe li T ku nii1- 74111m Lul"a rl"nNorthern TRANSYLVANI4 accompanied by a German Oenerai who was his
liaison officer with the Normans, SILL was stopped in BUDAPEST where the.
lacal Germ headquarters informed him that the German army was not in
a ?coition to defend Northern TRANSYLVANIA. That situation compelled
MIA to establish his government in TIENLA, where he isasediately
orpnized: the radio broadcasts on the DONAU station, a national army,
groups of paratroopers who more trained in German training centres and
who were parachuted into Rumania from German planes under the command
of Nicola. PM/MU, whom the named "cocseanding general" (comandant
general). Thus, in order to satisfy his craving for beaming Prime
Linister and for governing, SI1A refused to consider and to acknowledge
the historic decision which had been taken in Ruaania by the whole
nation, from the King to the last peasant, and refused to consider, also,
that by hi. action helias once more exposing to death all the Legionaries
who were in %mania, ampy of wham were still in prisons and camp, from
the time of the ANTONESCU regime. Moreover, SIVA's activity in IMANNA
harmed and weakened considerably the activity, inbuilt:lie, of Dr. Ion
=TEL, Heretic: CCMANICIO, Dr. Silviu CRACIUNAS, and others, for remit-
ting the former Legionaries to join the National Peasant Party and to

.start a new political life. At that time as Rumanian politicians gave
SIMA ts activity as an example that the Legionaries could not be trusted
when they claimed that they could change their political views, attitudes
and methods of action. SUA's activity in VIENNA complicated Rumania's
internal difficulties and her international poiition and caused a new
series of repressive measures to be taken. against the Legionaries in the
country, who once again filled the prisons and the concentration camps.

The establiatasent of the government of Dr. Petra OROZA on
6 !Larch 19kb, by the direct intervention of V1SHINSKY, determined the
COSITA-CONANICIU-MACIURAS group, who had joined the National Peasant
Party, to continue its activity against the Communist regime elmdestinely,
along with the other political parties. as spokesmen for a large number
of former Leginnaries. , the members of that group held the following views
during the period 1945 - 190

a. According to their individual convictions, the former
Legionaries should join the National Peasant Party or any other humanian
democratic political party in order to start a new political life in
the world which would be organised after the war according to the principlce
of the testern Democracies and of the Charter of the United Nations.

b. The war is inevitable as sole means of solving the general
conflict which was ever increasing between the Coemmnist aid the Democratic
worlds; implicitaly, that ear alone could bring about Rumania's liberation
from the Communist regime.

•
c. The continuation of the fight against the Comunist regime

vas no longer possible in kumania and it was necessary, therefore, that
representative Rimini= political personalities from all political parties,
and especially from the Rational Peasant Party take refuge, clandtetim7v.
abroad.

d. In Rumania, the former Le.,,;ionaries and
democratic political fighters nhnu'd be •,dvised is	 -	 •

SECO.
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in order to be available at the time 'Phan the war would request open
combat against the Communist regime.

• Rumania's allies are: the UnitedrStates Great Britain?
and France and consequently-firm contacts Whouldbe established with
those nesters Allied Powers whose support should be secured for continuing
the fight against the Rumanian Communist regime from domed. •

As a factual proof for the fight which that group put up for
'freedom and for democracy it should be enough to mention that the namesOf CORAHICIU, YLTELRANII, CRACIURAS and those of other former Legionaries
ware mentioned as defendants in thelriale . cfs General ALM, head of
the National Resistance Vermont (Miacarea Nationals de Resistenta), in
1946, Inlin RANIU, President of the hPP, in 1947 and BLIJOILI-POP- BARU
also in 1947. Other trials which were held some in secret, others
without publicity, sentenced thousands of former Legionaries to prison
terms. Until 1018 over ten thousand former Legionaries were interned
in concentration campe on the basis of the individual files which had
been prepared on them by the CAROL and Arrumcu regimes, which the
Comeznist regime found in the *relives of the Mini/Jr-ref the Interior.
rho great public demonstrations which were organized .by the NP? in the
Fall of 194h, in 1945 and daring the general parliAmentary elections held
In the Fall of 1946 had a large participation of former Legionaries who
had joined the NPP according to the advice given and the preparation
made by the &boy:mentioned group.

Following the kANIU trial and the monetary reform of 19117,
the COMANIC1U-7EFLLEANU-CRACIUNAS group organized the escape abroad of
several representative personalities of the NPP fcr the purpose of
continuing the activity against the Rumanian Communist regime. CRACIUNAS
personal/7 convinced and assisted to leave Rumania, on the route which
he had established, the following:

(pSatiniWylLa-  former General Director of the Statistics
Institute and close collaborator of Iuliu kANIU,

Central %se
014k

Live
onba teatIA, a nephew of luliu MANIU and a member of

the ttee of the NP?,
f ViritiENIANINr Associate General Secretary of the NPP,

who holds a ta ter),	date which was given him in Rumania, in 1946,
by the Permanent Delegation of the party,

horatiuiCCLANICIU and other 20 NPP umbers who are presently
in PARIS. rni ores nee oz Uht above mentioned personalities in FAR1S
pernited the organisation of the Central Committee of the NP? abroad.

Germany's surrender in April 1945 was the closing chapter
in the historic process of dissolution and disbandment of the Legionary
Lovement as a political organisation, a process which had started
immediately after the Sabellian of January 1941.

The Legionary group which SILL headed in VIENNA en! in GERM.ARY
and the group which PATRASCU beaded in RUMANIA (which had been parachuted
for partisan warfare behind the lbseano-Sowiet front) continued to remain
in radio comennicatiotwith each.other. As the ten groups were bound by

_ Srfirr,
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the same terroristic past, by the same interstate. SIVA 1.3abnated .Of Afttl iA the oiof	 tz;	 i.kum taeleentence
.aa Irmo the disaster whisk awaited then, as therSIEA group should be
arrested, tried and sentenced by the Allied Powers for participation in
the war, on Germany's side, after the Romanian Amistice whereas the
PATRASCU group should be arrested, tried and sentenced 14 the Soviet
Union and by the Rumanian Dommist regime for the partisan warfare in
which they had engaged in the Fall . or 1944 after they had been parachuted
into Rumania and they bad taken, over the secret dumps of war materials
which the Germans had left during their retreat.

SIKA's salvation pima worked out as follows:

a. SIMA's own group scattered, after Germany's surrender, and
on SUA's instructions, Over FIANCE, SPAIN, ITALI,, AUSTRIA and =WANT.
SINA, used his old contacts with the German intelligence services and
other military and civilian institutions which were taken over by the
Allied Occupation Powers in Western Germeny, and established contact
withwi the American British and French intenigence services as well as
with the military, police, administrative and political occupation
authorities. In that manner SIN): sawed himelf and his group from being
tried by the NUERANBERG Court where they had been scheduled to appear
on the charges of war crimes-and crimes against Maanity.

b. PATRASCU ls group in Rumania maintained, radio comamications
with STU and was instructed by his to contact the Rumanian Secret
Intelligence .Service and try a similar salvation by contacting, through
that service the occupying power in Rumania, is the Soviet authorities.
SIRA's radioed instrnqtibns were received in Rumania by a wireless
operator nmeedBOSON= a Legionary from DEM, Numdoara county,
who had been pars	 tinia with German wireless equipment as
a umber of PATRASCU ls group,	 cording to those instructions PATXASOU
established	 • with mhari GECIplit Einister of the Interior,
through	 DN.	 in	 That contact extended soon
also to	 .4 IL: 6,t,11	 • 1. • Fl an	 r.\) NistprjCIWW,, PATRASCU l s most
devoted ass	 t, were arrested, however,	 as Tehow, inks:member
or Becelber 1946 and were held until February 19i6, in a villa 100040(1
on Somme ATIATORIMR, in Bucharest. During that interval PATRASCU had
interviews with Teqa ijQmow and with Ana ?LUKER, with whom he
established	 !I1owinging agreements

(1) Nicolas PATRASCU, as former General Secretary of the
Legionary-Movement, agreed to instruct the Legionaries in Rumania not
to -join the historical parties.

• (2) Niodlae FATRISCIJ agreed to instruct the Legionaries
who 	 gone into hiding to report to the Police Impectorates where they
would be issued identity documents (Biletine de Ines:triers la Biroul
Fopulatiei).

It appears closely that the *Commista wanted to
identify the Legionaries who were living clandestinely.	 .

(3) The government agreed to pardon PAIBASCU, CHIGREANO
and a number of SEPTIBERIST Legionaries who had been eentevasvs
for infringementeto themommasim during the RebaLlion.•
were released fratibe'ATUDIrison.

.	 .
•
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That agreement which had SIUA's approval, could only have
been made by PATRASCU, who had been sentenced to death for kis past
crimes, and wanted to save his ' oein life. At that tine, also, due to his
long absence from the cowstry, PATRASCU could not understand why former
Lerionaries desired to join the IPP and other democratic parties. The
beneficimies of that agreement were a coaparativeLy aaaU number of
Legionaries who were hound together by a common preservation instinct asthvoly: mUgellty'fbithor or serious political errors, Or of infrac-
tions to the swum law, or both.

T/14 Police Inspectorates and the Coumunist Party attracted
many Legionaried from the SiMA-PATRASOU group and organised them into
Police Brigades (arigasi do Politie) which were also called Shock Teams

- or Units (Ethipe sau Unitati-de &lc) and used those brigades for
. arresting and torturing many anti-Ociamunist, democratic fighters.

PATRASCU himself consented to the Legionaries' Joining the Romanian
Communist Party and claimed that in that manner they could save their
lives and be ready to fight the Commnnists when the war would break out.

The mass of Legionaries hcownwer, viewed the agreement with
distrust, because of the general di strust of the Cosemnists and the
special distrust of EaTSASCU himself, when they considered responsible
for ell past tragedies. They therefore did not obey PATRASCB's circular
as General Commandant of the Legionary kovement which was the implemen-
tation of the agreement.

•
PAULAn's freedom and freedom of movement permitted him to

organize • clandestine courier service with Rorie SikA through.Eggmn_
4clymoiw74 who brought .IL's instructions and directions concerning a

of political activity. In compliance with that plan,
EATRASCU egtablished contact with George AMU, Prof. PRCTOPOPRSCU and
with raGTOPOPSSCU's wife, and divided his activity in the country into
the following three phases:

a. The maintenance of contact with the Rumanian Conswiiat I-arty
and with the kinistry of the Interior by PATRASCU and Pica NEGULSSCU
for consolidating the group's position with the Communists.

b. The clandestine organisation of the Legionaries by Dr.
Minor MIMS= with the aim of participating in the resistance
activities against the Communist regime as an immediate goal and with the
Long range. aim or obtaining political recognition for those activities
and of reviving the Legionary lovement.

c. The organization of the clandestine George YANG - PROTOPO-
PESCU - George144LETRESCU  group for .a political activity leading to
the reestabliatAnt of contacts with the democratic historical parties
as a preparation toward the recognition of the Legionary kovement az a
political organization within the framework of future international
deveaopments.

All those three phases of activity were directly subordinated
to PATSASCU. Through Dagen TRCOOKISCU, PATRASCU was himself subordinated,
in turn, to flora SlkA.

SF.rri
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PATRASCU.hed a series of corrvereaticas with political personalities
,f thz t
of the LTP, such as rrikfte	 conversations
were totally =favor	 CU, be decided to let the KAM group go
on and prepare the rapprochement with those parties.

SIMA's intention in organising clandestinely the Legionaries in
Rumania, who were 	 known for their experience in clandestine activities
and for their combativeness against Communise, was to polarise and to

concentrate around that Legionary group all the other resistance groups
in the country, which consisted of former military personnel or of members
of other political parties. His final alumna to monopolise directly or
Indirectly, the leadership of the resistance movement in foornnia, and the
resistance activities. As Rumania constituted, because of her geographical
and strategic location, a factor of the first order in the ear plans of
both the Soviet Union and of the Western Allies as well as in the plans
for political activity of the Rumanian Hesistanne Committee abroad, =A
had figured out that whoever could Control and direct the resistance
movement in the country, and the future partisan warfare, would bold the
key position of the whole situation in Rumania during the period preceding
the war, during the low and after the cessation of hostilities. He had
also considered in his plans that the Western Allies and the political
parties which were represented abroad would have to take into account the
force which SZUA represented, namely, his clandestine group in Rumania,
his clandestine courier service beteeen'Humania and Allied occupation •
areas, the fact that the members of his group *lowers abroad had been
trained by the Germans, during the postwar, for sabotage work, for
parachutage, for partizan warfare, etc. That line ef thinking and of
action has led SIVA to consider, both in the recent past and at present,
the clandestine contacting of aumanis and the/resistance movement in the
country as a monopoly of his, which he is detirmined to defend by all
the means available to him. SW. and his group fight all those political
personalities from among the political emigres who are planing or whom
he suspects of intending to contact 1hMMA1A, either for discouraging them
to carry out their plans or for compromising than vis-a-vis the Western
Allies, vile are the essential supporting factors of any such action,
as will be shown below.

SILA and PATRASCU overlooked the following serious contradictions
which existed in their plan of action:

a. The left wing of their plan rested, through PATRASCU and
Vice MULESCU, on the stuatanian Communists;

b.. The right slog of the plan rested on the democratic
historical parties, through the MANU-PROMTPESCU-DBUETRESCU group, toile
the middle rested on the Histor CHIOREANU group.

c. The SMA group which was abroad had established direct
contact with the Western Allied Powers through their intelligence services
(American British mmifrench) and was openly engaged in activities against
the Communist regime in Rumania, while the PATRASCU group which was in
kumania had established direct contact with the Coomonist regime, to .
which it had openly shown a favorable attitude Led with which it had
started to collaborate.

The consequence of those contradiction, was that neither the
Communists not the responsible political personalities of the democratic

tr
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historical parties had any confidence in PATRASCU and his grour,which
was left without a real political foundation and was finally crushedh.. the eehtrmaiettehm nf ttp!. 1,10,n	 petinn yfileth had beam erroneously

-.I. Toot ;romp --- menihile Lt-; m-
the trial shiCh was held in October-November 1948. Thus, once again a
plan of SIKA and PATRASOU had a cot/atrophic end.

That last political error which was made, in the country, by
RNA and PATRASCU, the initiators of the political agreement with the
Communist regime, compromised and stigmatised then defircitelywis-a-wis
thews of former Legionaries and the Rumanian people. That emor led

• tog

a. The arrest of over 12,000 former Legionaries who were
either imprisoned or interned in labor camps in 19$3, as a preventive and
repressive measure taken by the Communist regime in Rumania as a result
of PAThASCU's activities, although, his own group did not exceed boo

members in the whole country.

b. The branding of all former Legionaries as it is very
difficult to differentiate between those who joined the dumenian Omemunist
Party and those who fought against the Cosaunist regime, which resulted
in great suffering for all former Legionaries.

C. A renewed contusion, caused by SDLA, concerning the former
Legionaries, so that the measures which will be taken by the Rumanian
people after its liberation from the grip of the Communists, will hit
unjustly those who have no guilt and no responsibility for those actions,

.along with those who are guilty end fully responsible for them.

d. The elimination by SUM and PATRASCUt hemselves of the
last possibility ahich they still had in Rumania to put up an organised
fight against the Communist regime and thereby make up for past errors
and rehabilitate themselves with the Rumanian people for all the evil
they had done or caused.

• . The sass of former Legionaries was reeducated by internal and
international events with which it had been closely associated acid for
which it had often bled, from 1938 till 1949, and is firmly oriental
toward the democratic parties sal toward the Tostern Democracies. That

.mass did not follow SIMA and bin group headed by PATRASOU, will never
follow thee in the future, but just the contrary, considers as a matter
of fact that those two men and their group will have to be tried and
sentenced for their crimes.

The Rumanian people's attitude toward SIkA, PATRASCU and their
group is even more bitter. They cannot forgive them for their very
serious errors. For those people the names of the two men are odious and
they are determined to see ke it that SIUA and PATIAASW never again get
the chance to repeat, in the country, what they did from 1938 to 1948.

7. 1;hi situation in 1949.

A. tfl basania.

fhf Atuticra
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follows:

e r 1.0,Te sesner nv former Legionaries are Li p4 - 164r44 Aridlabor camps. Naar of then are there since the ANTOKEscu regime out the
tslority were arrested in 1948 on the basis of the individual files which

. were prepared on the Legionaries by the successive governments from 1930on.
b. A large number of former Legionaries are hidden in theInderground and live clandestinely in cities or have joined the resistancegroups which were organised in the mountains, where they are spiritually

and politically united with a/1 the other Rumanians against their cautionenemy which is Communism.

B. Abroad.
Married, there are at present two posing Legionary groups,identified as theand5 h.:441.	 von fromthe ti	 •the 	 up	 IYcalled the SA group the "CU RANI

(with :money) kro:p, or group	 had money. If the two words are
written together, the ensuing word "CUBANI" means Cubans in Numanian.
Thereupon, those called the CUBANS (the SIVA group) called the others(the FOR-LAGICSAR group) the WILICANS.

(1) The FORrIEGIOCAR or NEEICAN group, with headquarters in
RCkE, Italy.
That group is headed by ConstantintAPAILiCE, a Legionary

Cormandant, Ville LEITER, a CommendantS1-12WOU 11:81tigii,llie/CARNLATA,
a Comaandent of the Glad Tidings Viorel42iA,2Rrmer President orthe
thamanian Students' Union, Stavri 	 and others, 111 bfthen members
of the old Legionary guardr"fgteles:Lb°wmigogarra ls home 26	 —Se at' SU 
5770;	 RIARZE....: the majority o 	a members have	 ateeiRtS---
ARGENTINA and into other South American countries. There are few members of
that group in AUSIRIA, GSRLAWY and FRANCE.

That group initially broke away from SIKA l s group during the
first refuge in Genstar in 1939. The final separation between the twogroups occurred between 1942 and 1944 in the SAIBAUSEN and BUCRENWALD
concentration camps. Fallowing the release of the Legionaries from those
two sumps on 24 Avast 1944, that group refined to participate in SINAls
National Government in VIENNA. The leaders sod members of the FOR-LEGIONAR
group earnsd s theirliving.in GERVANT by doing odd lobs or such jobs as
streetcar conductors but refused to yield to the German pies sure exerted
Upon them and to'NIMA te attempts to determine them to participate in his
so-called government. After the surrender of Germany, the lea:hers and
members of the.FOR4EGIONAR group fled clandestinely to FNAUCE but mainly
to mu, from whence some emigrated to South American countrios.

From the political viewpoint the VCF.-LL,X..... 	 -
the follotim
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surrounded him and of the majority of the. leaders of the old Legionary
euard. for which MICA And PATRAWIT will hay. tn enennnt.

b. After the death of CODREANU and the annihilation of
his group of leaders, no Legionary, including Maria SINA, could hold
the position which CODREANU had had as creator and founder of that
political organisation. Consequently, the Legionary Kovement should be
headed by a LegimaryForum consisting of those co-founders, Legionary
ocemendants and leaders who were still alive Ind free. That Legionary
Forma was organised by the FOR-LIGIUNAR group and denied and rejected
the alleged right of SIMA and of his devoted friends to bead the Legionary
Lament.

c. The Legionary Movement was not and is not disbanded
by glisbulre . The internal and international events which occurred from
1.914 (the Rebellion) till 1545 (Germany's surrender) led only to the
dismemberment of the organisation. The Legionary Movement continues to
exist, and has the right to exist on the basis of its past, from its
creation until 1938-1939, having the same right of existence as the other
political parties both in Rumania and abroad, specifically as the Fascist
L ILICKINUOVA party in ITALY, and the Independent Masi Party in AUSTRIA.

The political principles and the ideology of the
Legionary kovenent are those established by C. Z. CODREANU and other
theoreticians of the old Legionary guard, which were published in books,
pamphlets, magazines, newspapers.

•	 e. The foreign policy of the movement is presently in line
with the Western Allieniftwerss The United States, Great Britain, France
and Italy.

Consequently, the FOR-LEGLMAX group is engaged in an open
activity and has an openly expressed attitude against SIRA and his group,
attacks moderately the group of former Legionaries which joined the NPP,
and seeks Nosily to establish close contact with fascist elements and
organisations and with their newspapers in ITALr and in SOUTH AMERICA.
The Ft-LEGIONAR group publish the newsp 	 the couetzy) in ROIE
and publishes articles in the fasciet -/	 . the group contacted
the VATICAN from which they receive both material and slime political
support, through the Catholic Churches.

Having left Rumania in 19141, the leaders of the FOR-LB3IONAR
have broken off from realities in Rumania and cannot realise the great
changes which here taken place during their long /absence from theLauntry,
both in the thinking of the former Legionaries and of the people as a whole.
Furthermore, they do not seem to grasp the real meaning of the present.
struggle between the estern Democratic World and the Comenniat World, in
which there is no room for middle-of-the-road attitudes and even lass so
for the revival of Fascism in any form whatsoever.

In an attempt to prepare the way for a future active political
role, and to obtain present political recognition both from the rIpr-sen-
tative Rumanian political personalities and from the Western Dect,r-Aes,
the FOR -LECICVAR group is presently engaged in tn activ1/.7 	 - tc.
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,!gsraze aorcad a SOC101.11.:.N tarty which is intended to include ,the
FCR-1.54I0hAa, members of : 144r aumsnian political parties and those who,

rf't 1.1 f:tn:#. 0	 ?,7!.!.!rt...!nfr

the FON-LRGIONAK grOUDtatarted a iebrile aettelly in ACki. early-in 1949-.-
They contacteil '	 ETWAVaindpaLllhaja. a lawyer, 1n order
to obtain a po iticel cora or their members and for increasing their
possisilities of political maneuver as both FLTAISCU and VABILJU-CIANT were
on very good terms with neneral A6SCC. During the Summer of 1949 the
FC114.17.11CHAR group negotiated tie creation of a new political . :arty also
with Lirce41.1,ADE she was sent to :EGLI: fro% FARIS, urkrAx,4ivilau

• il:inIsqp, who	 leheril R.DtSCC's closest collaborator in rA.:L.S. In all
nep)iatione Ihi mos- made use of the services of

y...41tVaill di .h.r11SMOSILIID and editor of TINA. 1though not a !gusher of
' Citibeary Lovement in aumania. GhI g0dIU, who was one of the editors of

}sail SBIC4hU l a CUdiATUL, is presently c:asely connected with the Fall-
sronp. In October 1949, Dr. !Alvin CRACIGNAS was shown by

noratiu'COLANIMU a letter which he ha.t rocp ived fron GAIGORIU who informed
is that:ono:ring nestietions with Vireo& Wiwi and general PLIA=C

it was decided to orcanise a SOCIAL-Mao:lab Party, and that a cOmmittee
Led beam forced for that pur•'s.. The committee consisted of: Mime&
MADE, Nicola. NcIdDiCV, Constant:a PAPANACE, XABOYLANG, General PITRESCG,
:kIGORI4, and other unspecified persons. VABILIb-CLUJ followed General
EhTte.SCU to PARIS, Cron =lei. in October l qh›, and continued there the
activity shirt aad beer . tarteu in hOka.

The efforts of tne FOL1=1.31I. VAR group to organize abroad, a
.b0C1AL-CHArbTIAN (social-crestin) political.porty have so far been
*Unsuccessful because those who conceived that scheme ignored a aeries
of opposing interests mien prevail between the groups which were expected
to support it. Thus,

a. The collaborators and the close frienels of General RADESCO
seek to attract to their side am/ political sroup in order to strengthen
the General's position and to back him up in his attempts to alter the
present structure Of the aumenian Natienal Camaittee and to force the
constitutional factor, i.e. the King, to chance his attitude and his
political stand concerning the National Committee.

b. rho FOK-LDIICCAR group endeavors to camouflage the revival
of the Legionary Movaeent un0er the name of a new political party, but
ignores the fact that history has disbanded that movement and that both
the leadin6 political democratic personalities among the Aumanian emigres
and the **stern &Afoot:racism are decidedly against any political groups or
parties which au, to revive the Fascist past.

c. The political force and the influence of the rim-LEGION&
group are rather weak chiefly because of the political position of the
group which is hued on false elements and unreal principles which no
longer correspond to present trends.

(2) The 'IONIA S1LA or CUBAN (Cubani) Group.

Following Odikaf's surrenner and tr..Ir ht
tried y the PUBAiNBEN5 Tribunal, :4:a	 •
ooncentratedall his efforts for 	 -
group As it new politiJal party. 7* 	 :
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o:•aertzl atetteril:c So Ef Ct:rfs..t.L.No:-s.RtAnkfTI°hgis er....nt. to At .;.CE, SE
tne	 STATI.3,ik.IL,to••• •..her Solth ..niericen count •ies.• rhe leadership of the eroqp is centeredbb t.l.e haw:: Dr L12..a, who was accepted as chief by all tne oerktre. Ell A
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ar.tr.:ctal with t41: nis•don of fuller/tin; up. day L.:" clay . that rnlitical
scuivit7. FOL•T 'n, are the n.inecaJ n"ireoren:
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ih 4 Z	 -aris, 2 rue rhalshourk.,
•,..enerats	 Paris (krotoPoPascu ' t 14;:•'ret5 / •
er . OLJ!.i 1J,:Arils, 3 rr.c Rene 'resin, 1st floor.

.;ante . :10 1.:0111 1; Faris 4	rue ..:aint
a(.	 rer . :cc ft•reficu l n address ) .
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hed	 ne ..ad	 to return
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countries.

%.,tr.tisior/ii_direeti•ourr_snm-pwrrarraVar,is assisted b	 p both having clandestine residences.
'

The tactics employe:1 by STRA from 1945 in an attempt to tain
political recognition for his group sm • new political party are
follows:

a. The scattering of the members of his group ifarent
European and :aerie= countries either by clandestine travel or by legal
trivia or immigration.

b. The securing of lucrative jobs by the majority of the

\

meMbere of his group primarily for gaining their livelihood and next for
feeding eith contributions the tend which =lam& for carrying on
his activity.	 •

c. The establishment of contact with and the supply with	 -
.. agents of the American, British and French intelligence services. SIMAsa
I aim in doing that are to assure the personal physical security and the
• freedom of movement of certain members of his group in order that they
•might travel freely in certain areas or in certain countries or through

certain countries; to organize clandestine contacts with Rumania; to
establish contact with Sortant and inane:will military, political or
diplomatic Allied perm	 tie:On:AO SIMA could use politically. In fact
he used such contacts and conveyed 	 the president of the

'4 newppaper trust, a political memorendun iiiFiith SIX) claimed that a war
alone could not solve the problems created by Communism unless a superior
conoeptionof life after the pattern of the Legionary conception of life
in Rumania were opposed to the Oammuniatio conception of life, by all
European countries.

T	 •rOlaR.

112):14iVtr	
by Tr	 BORMAN, who lives

ap ly bit Glandes v.fst • 010:	 , and who directs from behind the
stage the activities of all those Legionary agents.

AUSTRIA was conatiered by MA. mmiwtill is, the base for
contaiting the Allied intelligenee

lumania 	 services Which :attempted to extend

	

.	 their.operatione into. •	 those contacts BlItA. secured
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.;o • tana and taw ...:...apc17 a V.. c........-1-r.t.1.---.-a. 1721tf.! il.=.--.a.1.i., which no could tuge ,ecry ..4. 	 ..........„, uo :umber his political alms both in Rumania and 	 1abroad. Be .ii.,;:a	 and ?mile RAILAT as his reprimentatives
in AUSTRIA, to direct th activities of the agents who had penetrated the 	 ..,
Allied intelligence services operating in that country. DEKVOLUl isclen-ileatineleprtere are at ypapi .	 igneti7forn411 narraiteasio,ASE BUtIN. whillikilLAt . 	• 14.:	 agents contact ellthe	 1—t

reAtaa; • ' - th medicate op reports which they sellfor varying sums of ames pyte the Allied intelligence gamines. Specialinflusatiod !rem Romania, general information tree abroad, any informationon the Nowassim ealgratked are ell sold to the American services in
SALERNO and Ian, to the tree& services in DRISBRUCI and to the British
services JAMB. Alarms perosntage of the some which are obtained for
that information goes into Sai ls activity.fund.

Using ADSML as abase for operations into Rnmania and also
the support and assistance frees the Allied Intelligence services, the
SEMA group organised the clandestine contacting of Musenia where the group
relied= the foothold which had been established brEATRASOU's group.

. One of the missions of the PATRASCU grav y/de to gather intelligenoe
information for mu. Socever, the annihilation of the PAM= Froup
in 1948 was a severe blow to SIMAito, according to all probabilities,
has not inummeded, up to the present despite relentless effort:, to
reorganise a clandestine group in Re:ania, nor to establish regular
contact with such a group through couriers.

Magma special authorisation to hires& D1KETRIU and Vends

Coss

RAM	 coAT to conduct any negotiations with the rrench intelligence services
in nommucr, throughjimEn dOhberning the establishment of clandestine
contact with Rumania Talth the'	 of obtaining intelligent', infor-
mation. =MEL beads the French services in nmsaamc. Contact with him
is maintained directly by Mires& DILIERIU, who uses for his travels a false
Austrian amewels, end indirectlyhy• NicolligARINT406 1S•RocheiPmeM,IhMSERUCE.

SERA uses the scattering of the madders of his group primarily
over *Western Romps and secondarily aver the Americas fort

a. Organising a network of points of support and clandestine
hideouts in the homee of the agembere of his group.

b. Organising a network of clandestine routes over the
frontiers of those countries for the travel of SIVA himself, of hie
couriers, of different eembercof his group tor special assigreents given
by BMA sush as the action of October 1949 in PARIS for taking over the
Rumanian Orthodox Church; those routes are ales employed for the transit -
of certain Rumanian emigres from GERMANE and AUSTRIA into MRCS, from
when they snatch letter of thanks and recommendation, which they use
as &proof of their national Rumanian activity.

C. Organising the assistance and the eweigragon to other
continents of the Rumanian refugees through the so calledr
Conoitt...ibicb were elected in AUSTRIA, GERMARY, rtau,

etc. in an apparently democratic manner but ihich ere managed
either directly or undercover umius &milted followers..

V,14711.1
'
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d. Organising a special intelligence service for UNApersonally. liermamber of the BINA group is a rirearlent observer in

pm. 0.4 MtP ;n0f,rny;;I:OVO

Rumania, important samurai information from abroad and all possible
information on the Rusanian refugees and their activities. All thatinformation is ;aimed on to kirma DIEU= and to Traian BOROBANU who
centralise them in a "general central file" which SIVA keeps in a securelocality which, so for, bee not been identified.

STMA Is political activity within the framework of the Rumanian
emigration'ham had the following aspect's

a. The assistance whichima given to certain kunanian emigres
to travel clandestinely into FRANCE or to migrate to other continents,
as well as the organising of the so-called "Rumanian Committees" for the
assistance of the refugees, alined to exerciseacertain control over the
Roaanian emigration, to prove that the SINA group was active in the
national Interest and thereby pave the my for the political recognition
of the group is a political party.

b. The statements of devotion and loyalty which SINA addressed
in ememorandua of ammtiaately 30 pages, in the Summer of l939, to
King =MEL - the constitutional factor, recognised as smithy all

.0.1 Rumanians - are not meant by myosins. Those statements were made only
lafter SIKA had used a threat against Indeed, in order to •
atom the King to adopt an attitude of goo1U tro the recognition

-°Tof the SIRA group as apolitical party, MA bad established contact with
through Veils DOLMAN, TraianBON	 enBARU, General 222t00

....iTeaRtWatellnditeveral. other followers of his, and had signed the
MUMMER Agreement on 24 Jemmy 1949.

c. Also during the may part of 1949, STRA.made MO agreement,
in OBERGESTERTZLCH, with the leaders of the Ceram minority refugees from
Rumania, who amount at present to epproximat4y100,000 Samens and
Swabian'. According to that agreement, the two groups must collaborate
and give each other reciprocal politleal support in the political activities
in which they emote lea* they are abroad, in organising the clandestine
contacting of Nommnia, and in their future activities in Rumania, after.
its liberation free the Commiat regime.

• •

•
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Dear

More than two'yeare here passed since several authorised mwnhara nf
.1..ar Di to. LOArnm,:ry	 mt th-t thTr yrnrt	 tn

revise the bases of the external and inie siv-Ial policies of their organisation.
They admitted to me that they had been convinced by the experience with
the dictatorships which had governed the country from ling Carol on that
the dictatorial and totalitarian regime does not agree with the nature of
the Rumanian people, nor with the social and economic structure of Rumania.'
They admitted to as that they had been greatly mistaken about the collabora-
tionof hunarda with Germany which, evidently, pursues her own aims.

These statements of the leaders of your movement were, in fact, in
Lull agreement with the explicit statement made to me by the founder of
ycar movement, Corneliu =REM, on the occasion of our one before the
last interview, that his ties with Oermany-were not the National-docialiet
principles but that those ties bad revolted from his opinion that in the
world war iltich would break out Germany would be victorious, and that there
should be a political group which should serve as a shield for the Rumanian
interests vis-a-vis the supposed victors. Now it is clear, however, that
Germany will be defeated.

The dictatorship, the martial law and the censorship of the press
made it impossible that those opinions of your leaders be publicly
expressed and demonstrated and, consequently, you had to endure the beery
atmosphere which was created around you.

I an very gratified-that you have seised the first moments of the
day of our freedom - which has mane owing to the high declaim of B.M. the
Zing - to impart to the world your views and your decision to start a
WSW WS.

Your so beautiful proclamation reveals your patriotic feelings and
your full understanding of the victorious democratic idea& and of the
conception of social justice, which la the earthly religion for the times
in which we lire.

Your declaration proves, to my great joy, that you are decided to
participate, in all sincerity, in the constructive work to which the Zing
and his Government have called the Nation.

-
If you permit me to Ore you, together with rry congratulations for

your decision and for your beautiful manifestation, &friendly advice, it
is as follows: devoid, as it is, of its fundamental conception and of the
principal .directive of a political ideology and of a foreign policy, your
movement has no reason to be maintained in its old forms. The unsuccessful
attempt of Rorie Sims to govern the country has created a-political atmos-
phere around your party which makes it imPossible for it to spring into
activity with the dash requested by the times.

For these reasons I believe that many valuable energies 0,:r.. .th are
grouped in your movement would do vela to lob c. for suitable Claw
other political perties, accord:Iv to !;.!ir • leteaces Imo •

•	
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convictions.

I have all the reasons to believe that tho 'Ann nf
.1.4;	 liaLLALial	 arai qlwa

who are not guilty of crimes or dishonoreble actions. Ian sure that the
path which you have taken today will lead you to many epiritual satis-
factions and mill contribute to the eternal evolution of the Rumanian
people.

.	 Please receive and impart to your friends wheat greetings.

fUCHAREST, 29 August 1.91k.

signed, lain YURI

I.


